Marc Buckley Speaker Profile:
Marc has been involved in Climate Activism for a long time and would love to show you
how to run faster than climate change by being an impactful and exponential human
being. One of the first to be trained by Al Gore as a Climate Speaker he has made
getting through the Climate Crisis towards Resilient Desirable Futures his life's work. As
an Advocate for the SDG’s, UN Advisor and Resilient Futurist, Social Innovation, Climate
Change, Agriculture, Food, and Beverage Expert Network member of the World
Economic Forum, Global Food Reformist, and Sustainable Futurist, Marc is on a mission
to empower billions of global citizens to live an adaptive lifestyle of health and
sustainability within planetary boundaries.
His aim is to reform the agriculture, food and beverage industry with impactful projects
and moonshot companies. For example, he teaches and speaks worldwide on climate
change and food reform. Marc has also taught entrepreneurs how to build and grow
resilient, sustainable, and profitable businesses.
The most prominent examples are ALOHAS Resilience Foundation and the ALOHAS
ECO-Center, which he co-founded and where he serves as Chief Executive Officer. The
ALOHAS ECO-Center is a sustainable food and beverage production company that
creates renewable energy and resources without fossil fuels, greenhouse gas emissions, or
waste. As an expert on sustainable development, Marc consults for companies in their
renewable transition with specialization in innovative systems, recycling, packaging, and
organic, raw, and vegan products.
As a Social Serial Entrepreneur, he has been involved in many companies as well as
several international family businesses: indeed he comes from five generations of
Germanys largest organic farmers and three generations of European Hydroponic
Agronomists.
Marc is also a Champion for Global Citizen social movement to end extreme poverty.
Founder of For Everyone Earth. Member of Climate Chain Coalition. Member of
ResearchGate and Future Earth Network. The Germany and Austria Country Manager for
Al Gores Climate Reality Project and an international speaker on the climate crisis. Active
Member of UN SDSN and SDGAcademy. Member of BOMA Global Brain Trust. Delegate
at EAT Stockholm Food Forum. Party Delegate at UNFCCC COP events. Sustainable
Futurist for the UN conducting Workshops setting the Roadmap for desirable futures to
2050 UNFCCC Resilience Frontiers and Resilience Lab. An ambassador for Future Food
Institute. Adjunct Professor for Berlin School of Sustainable Futures, University of Applied
Sciences. Committee member for Environment and Innovation for the Italian Federation
of Human Rights FIDU - Federazione Italiana Diritti Umani.

Hire Marc, Speaking Information (Read First):
In order to be sustainable Marc does not speak for free and also does Carbon Offsetting
through MyClimate. Speaking fee and arrangements must be provided and resolved by
event organisers in advance; transfers (taxi's, rental, public transportation, boat, etc...),
travel with checked luggage, accommodations, and food. All travel should be minimum
the day before event begins and day after event ends from Hamburg or current location
where Marc is engaged should he be on a speaking tour.
Marc is a professional and trained speaker. For each event event or engagement Marc
asks if you are ISO 20121 International Organization for Standardization Certified as a
Sustainable Event and if not what you are doing to make event sustainable and work
towards being more resource, environment, and society friendly. What sustainable take
aways do you have for your attendees and how are you nudging them to put into practice
what they are receiving during your event? Marc does not speak for less than 30 minutes
and prefers 45 minutes to 1 hour it is not sustainable to travel anywhere for less and
without a positive impact and/or significant reach leading to action. Any shorter
presentations or engagements can be discussed before acceptance. Each presentation is
tailored specifically to the event, audience, and time. Marc presents using Apple Keynote
(version 9.2.1) with audio, gifs, and video. Should you not have Audio Visual to support
Keynote then plan on conversion fee for Microsoft PowerPoint to make sure text and
videos are all working properly. Most presentations are over 1 gigabyte in file size so Marc
will not email or transfer them in advance before the event unless this is taken into
account as extra fee for event.
Some of Marc’s Speaking Topics include:
Resilient Desirable Good Life, Worlds First Global Moonshot, Running faster than Climate
Change, Solving Global Grand Challenges through Impact Innovations and Emerging
Technologies, ForEveryone.Earth how DLT and emerging tech can rebalance our debts,
Creating Desirable Futures beyond Moonshot Thinking, Resilient Sustainable Actions,
Exponential Sustainable Innovations, Food Reform that is Sustainable and Healthy
(FReSH), Food Economy, Reversing Global Warming, Unlocking the Trillions for
Sustainable Development, Systems Thinking, Dynamic Modeling, Exponential Disruption,
Resilient Infrastructure, Vertical Farming, Closed Environmental Agriculture,
Understanding the Sustainable Development Goals, Climate Change and the Agriculture,
Food and Beverage Industry, Food Reform, Future of Food, Systems Approach, First
Principles, Overview Effect, Cosmic Perspective, Exponential Function, Hero's Journey on
the Curve, Applying Dynamic Modeling into your life and business model, Resilience,
Resilient Sustainable business models, Self-Organizing, Resource Curse, Sustainable
Investments, Tapping into the Trillions needed to scale up global climate strategies,
Humans of New Work, Industry 4.0, Climate Information and Tools: Enabling Climate
Resilient Growth, Social Innovation, Cradle to Cradle, Circular Economy, Desirable
Futures, Systems View of Life, Disruption through the 4th Industrial Revolution, Innovation
Through Climate Finance Funds, Workshops and Panel Discussions that leave participants
with take aways and desire to become active, and How to become Resilient and SelfSustaining.

Website
https://marcbuckley.earth/
LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/in/buckleymarc/
Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/marcearth/
Twitter
https://twitter.com/marcearth
YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/MarcBuckleyEarth
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/marc4polo
Quotes:
“Let me teach you how to run faster than Climate Change to ensure you and all humanity
live in the desirable futures we all will cherish.” Marc Buckley
“It is not about the products or food tribes that is the Future of Food but, How we
Produce Food with use of finite resources that is the solution - Global Food Reform can
Stop and Reverse Global warming, solve, and address the majority our Human Suffering,
Health, Climate Crisis, and Global Grand Challenges.” Marc Buckley
“Exponential disruption will not only occur because of the quantum leaps start-ups and
companies are taking in the digital age but also due to the globally unknown effects of
climate change and deteriorating infrastructures. Climate-resilient business models and
sustainable development is the way to successful impact in the future. I see a very bright
and optimistic future.” Marc Buckley
"Agriculture, Food and Beverage production is the major key in solving the worst
problem Humanity has ever faced." Marc Buckley
When driving on the highway in the wrong direction and you slow down or reduce your
speed you are only going slower in the wrong direction. We must Stop and Reverse our
direction! Let us head in the right direction of Resilient Desirable Futures. Marc Buckley
Books:
Beauty of Impact - Health, Moonshots for Europe, Menu B Planet Saving Food Solutions

